QUÉBEC’S JUST FOR LAUGHS GAGS ACHIEVES HISTORIC MILESTONE ON
YOUTUBE

A socially distanced award ceremony - Luiza Staniec of Google Canada awards the Diamond Play Button via forklift
to Anne Belliveau, CMO of Just for Laughs [photo link]
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Just for Laughs Gags channel reaches a historic 10 million subscribers on YouTube
The channel features nearly 7,000 gags shot over 20 years and has amassed more than 5.8
billion views from audiences around the globe
This milestone makes Just For Laughs Gags the most subscribed comedy channel in Canada,
joining the ranks of top Canadian creators and artists on YouTube including Lilly Singh (14.9M
subs), Unbox Therapy (16.7M subs) and The Weeknd (18.9M subs)

MONTREAL, June 15, 2020 - Just For Laughs, the iconic cultural institution out of Quebec, has reached a
historic YouTube milestone, hitting 10 million subscribers on their Just For Laughs Gags YouTube
channel. This milestone makes it the most subscribed comedy channel in Canada right now, earning the
renowned Diamond Play Button from the platform.

Just for Laughs is a true digital comedy pioneer. The brand saw an opportunity to maximize the longevity
of their content to attract a global audience through YouTube. They launched the Gags channel in 2008
and immediately saw significant growth. Through a dedicated team and digital strategy, Just for Laughs
began to pull viewership insights to better understand what fans enjoyed, and used these insights to
shape future content and uploads. Since then, the channel has continued to grow in popularity across
the globe with close to 6 billion views, and no country taking up more than 10% of current watch time.
Just for Laughs now runs 11 different YouTube channels in several languages including Arabic, Chinese,
German, Greek and Spanish. With all channels combined, Just for Laughs has amassed nearly 20 million
subscribers.
Just for Laughs’ home-grown brand of humour has proved that it’s unique non-verbal comedy style
transcends borders and language barriers. Gags has played an integral role in Montréal’s cultural scene
for the past 20 years, pranking an outstanding 150,000 people along the way. The silent comedy and
hidden camera have made Gags easy for all to enjoy, resulting in huge viewership. The Gags channel’s
subscribers and views has put it in the league of widely popular comedy titans on YouTube including
Comedy Central, Late Night with Seth Meyers, and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon.
In the spirit of global citizenry, Just for Laughs is also leveraging the international reach and appeal of its
Gags channels to support the World Health Organization through YouTube Giving. The feature allows
YouTube creators to support the charitable causes they care about by adding a donation button next to
videos on eligible channels. The donation button is currently enabled on 250 videos across four of their
channels, and Google.org will match $2 for every $1 up to $5M.
“20 years ago, the now legendary producers, Pierre Girard and Jacques Chevalier, co-creators and
producers of Just for Laughs Gags, created a brand that has now become an international icon amongst
pranks and comedy lovers,” said Anne Belliveau, Chief Marketing Officer, Just for Laughs. “This
international growth comes from our commitment to digitally expand our presence on YouTube. We are
extremely proud of the digital experience we’ve created, that audiences across the globe have come to
enjoy. This is a benchmark in our continued digital investment, as we bring our comedy to more fans
across the globe.”
“It's incredible to watch a cultural institution that has been entertaining Canadians for decades find new
and innovative ways to engage audiences and distribute their content,” said Andrew Peterson, Head of
Content Partnerships, YouTube Canada. “In growing to over 10 million subscribers, the Just for Laughs
Gags channel has joined the ranks of the top echelon of creators on YouTube. It's absolutely fantastic to
see Canadian content reach an audience of this scale at home and abroad."
###
About Just For Laughs Group

Founded in 1983, Just For Laughs Group is the world's largest player in the comedy industry. Under the
management of the CH Group, Bell Media and ICM Partners, the company is positioning itself as an
international power for multi-platform comedy content creation. Each year, it entertains millions of
spectators with festivals on Canadian and international stages, from Montreal — the world's largest
comedy event — to Toronto, Vancouver, Sydney and Bermuda. The Group programs thousands of
comedians from Canada and abroad, including established and up-and-coming artists; sets up its own
comedy shows and musicals; produces touring shows; broadcasts digital and television content
(including Les Gags, programmed in 150 countries and followed by 10 million Users on YouTube);
manages talented designers and is behind the ComedyPRO and JPR Pro professional gatherings.
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Follow us on social media:
● YouTube - Just for Laughs Gags
● YouTube - Juste pour rire les gags
● YouTube - Just for Laughs
● Facebook
● Twitter
● Instagram - Just for Laughs
● Instagram - Just for Laughs Gags
About YouTube
Launched in May 2005, YouTube allows billions of people to discover, watch, and share originally-created
videos. YouTube provides a forum for people to connect, inform, and inspire others across the globe and
acts as a distribution platform for original content creators and advertisers large and small. YouTube is a
Google company.

